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NEW PEUGEOT PARTNER
INTERNAT IONAl  VAN Of  ThE  YEAR 2019 . JUsT  BORN,  AlREAdY A  WINNER .

The new PEUGEOT Partner, voted International Van of the Year 2019 and sporting a contemporary new exterior 

styling, is the first light commercial vehicle in the range to receive the acclaimed PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® interior. 

Available with a wider than ever choice of trims, it comes in two different lengths and is powered by both 

petrol and diesel engines. Whatever your business needs, the new PEUGEOT Partner is the van for you.

The new PEUGEOT Partner has been designed to master the impossible. An award-winner even before launch,

two major innovations caught the International Van of the Year jury’s attention: the Overload Indicator

and the Surround Rear Vision system, which uses cameras to avoid blind spots. The win is the fifth

International Van of The Year title for the lion-brand, since the trophy was created in 1992.
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PEUGEOT has boasted a flair for quality, style and innovation since

the brand’s inception, over 200 years ago. Today more than ever,

PEUGEOT channels all its energy into the design of desirable

vehicles that provide an experience beyond driving… a feast for all

the senses. Ergonomics, comfort , connectivity… we have worked

every detail, to offer you a driving experience second to none.
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REAdY fOR ACT ION . fROM PROfEss IONAls  TO PROfEss IONAls .

Offering the perfect balance between convenience, practicality and drivability, the new Partner is available 

in both Standard and Long-body, to swallow goods measuring up 3.4m in length. It delivers a load capacity 

of up to 4.4m3 (2 Euro-pallets) and payloads ranging from 650KG to 1000KG, a class leader in the segment.

Put to the test for more than 20 years by business professionals, the latest generation

all-new PEUGEOT Partner van offers you outstanding quality and a level of 

driving pleasure and comfort never seen before in the van market.
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ThE  R IGhT  lOOK fOR YOUR BUs INEss .

Since your van not only keeps your business moving but also promotes your image, careful

attention has been paid to style, on-board comfort and ergonomics of all-new Peugeot Partner.

The professional’s ultimate companion, the all-new Peugeot Partner is distinctly modern

thanks to its robust front with a vertical grille and sculpted headlights.

A d IsT INCT  ROAd PREsENCE .

Robustly stylish, the new PEUGEOT Partner has a distinct road presence, 

wherever your business takes you. Proportions are perfectly balanced 

with a short, horizontal bonnet, a high waist line and reduced overhang, 

to offer the right look for your business.



PEUGEOT i - COCKPIT®.
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h IsTORY IN  ThE  MAKING .

The new PEUGEOT Partner is the first van in the range to receive the unique and acclaimed 

PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® interior, providing intuitive, ergonomic, safe driving.   

WIThOUT TAK ING YOUR EYEs  Off  ThE  ROAd.

With the PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®, everything is at your fingertips. The compact steering wheel,

head-up instrument panel* and 8” capacitive touch screen* ensure maximum driver control,

while you keep your eyes on the road for optimum safety.

* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen. Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details



WORK ON ThE  GO.

The new PEUGEOT Partner becomes a mobile office while you’re on

the road and benefits from lots of clever storage spaces* in the cabin. 

The Multiflex bench*, which accommodates seats for up to 3 people

has an integrated writing table built into the folding central seat. 

This pivoting table can be angled towards the passenger or driver. 
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* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen. Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details



LOADING.



A lOAd Off  YOUR M INd.

Generous in load capacity and useful volume,

the new PEUGEOT Partner can be equipped with an Overload Indicator*.

Unprecedented and unique to the segment, it works to firstly avoid

overload and secondly prevent associated risks whilst on the road,

including burst tyres, premature wear and even

unnecessary increased fuel consumption.

* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen.
Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details.1 8
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BUs INEss  NEEds  fUlf IllEd.

For the first time, the new PEUGEOT Partner offers an innovative Crew Cab version, based on

the Long-body version and allowing up to 5 passengers. The row two seats are taken from the

new PEUGEOT Rifter passenger car, delivering true  comfort and excellent knee space. Unique in

the category, the row two seats can be removable when needed, to make room for large loads. 



STAY CONNECTED.



MAXIMUM CONNECT IV ITY.

The new PEUGEOT Partner boasts the best of onboard connectivity. A large 8” 

colour touch screen* is positioned at your fingertips and angled towards the driver,

for ease of access. With two USB points, a jack, Bluetooth connection and wireless

induction charging* for compatible smartphones, connectivity is enhanced thanks to

the MirrorScreen®** function. Using a compatible smartphone, key features are

mirrored onto the capacitive touchscreen, including music and maps.

Navigating has never been easier thanks to the new 3D Connected Navigation

system* available on the new PEUGEOT Rifter. The system includes European

mapping, 3D city mapping and voice recognition, to allow for the input 

of address details.
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* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen. Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details.
** Mirror Screen® works via either Android Auto (for Android smartphones) or Apple CarPlay™ (for iOS smartphones). 
Optional or Standard, according to the trim chosen.



NO sURPR IsEs  WITh
sURROUNd REAR V Is ION* .  

The innovative Surround Rear Vision system* is a hugely valuable

reversing camera driving aid for van users, allowing a full peripheral

view of the exterior of the vehicle, facilitating both safer driving and manoeuvers.

The system comes with two cameras, one located at the bottom of the

passenger side mirror, the other at the top of the rear cargo doors, both of which

project video images onto a screen positioned inside the cabin,

where a normal rear view mirror would sit in a passenger car.

The cameras allow increased visibility of any obstacles to the rear or

on the passenger side, thus reducing any side blind spots.

* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen. 
Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details. 27
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WITh YOU IN  M INd.

A wide range of driving aids facilitate safer travels for you, your passengers and pedestrians around you. 

With you in mind, driver assistance features include Keyless Access and Start*, an electric handbrake, 

not to mention Grip Control* combined with Hill Assist Descent Control for difficult terrain.

For even more peace of mind motoring, additional safety features include Adaptive Cruise Control*,

Automatic Emergency Braking (Active Safety Brake)*, Active Lane Departure Warning*, 

Speed Limit Recognition and Recommendation* and Automatic Headlights*.

* Not available, optional or standard according to the trim chosen. Please refer to the model specification sheet for full details



BUILT  FOR ACTION.



fEl INE  AG Il ITY.

The new PEUGEOT Partner offers exemplary handling and agility.

Electric power steering works in tandem with the compact steering wheel,

optimised chassis design and short front overhang, to ensure even the

tightest of spaces are overcome with ease. The shortened overhangs yield

a lessened turning radius, for easier manoeuvers; the turning circle between

pavements is only 10.82m for the Standard version and 11.43m in the Long version.

32



A NATURAL  BORN PERFORMER .
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dRIV ING dOWN YOUR BUs INEss  COsTs .

With decades of proven expertise in engine production, the new PEUGEOT Partner is powered

by the latest generation PureTech and BlueHDi engines*, offering the perfect balance between 

power and performance, without compromising on efficiency. 

ThE  R IGhT  GEAR .

Whatever your preference, whether you choose a manual or an automatic gearbox*, 

the new PEUGEOT Partner offers smooth and responsive gear shifting.

* Please refer to the product specification guide for details on transmissions available* Please refer to the product specification guide for details on powertrains available
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IT ’s  All  IN  ThE  dETAIl .

Choose your colour from a range of 8 shades*, each

as stand-out as the last, and let your new PEUGEOT

Partner shine with a choice of 5 different wheel designs.

15” steel wheel 15” MILFORD 16” steel wheel 16” RAKIURA 16” TARANAKI

Bianca WhiteCuritiba Grey Cumulus Grey

Pearl Sand Sunset CopperDeep Blue

Nimbus Grey Onyx Black

Ardent Red

* Please refer to the product specification guide for details on colours and wheel designs available



PERsONAl IsE  
YOUR WORKsPACE .
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With PEUGEOT accessories you can design an even 

more pleasant work tool, precisely adapted to your needs.

1. Aluminium roof rack
2. Reflective strips
3. Interior Protection Kit*: premium wood finish
4. Tube rack holder
5. Interior Protection Kit*: hard plastic finish
6. Rubber mat set

* Not available or optional, according to the variant chosen. 
Talk to your local PEUGEOT Dealer for full details

21
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When you choose Peugeot, you can rest easy, safe
in the knowledge that your vehicle has been designed
and built to give you years of worry free motoring. Our
primary aim is to bring you peace of mind motoring.

As a Peugeot owner, you can furthermore rely on the
customer care services of your dealer. This will ensure
that you’re talking to a specialist who’ll listen to you,
understand your problems and respond efficiently -
someone who also has the expertise to maintain
your Peugeot correctly, using trained technicians, 
Peugeot diagnostic equipment and Peugeot original parts.

FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND WARRANTY

All new Peugeot commercial vehicles registered in Ire-
land benefit from a 3 year 100,000km warranty. Our
cars also come with a 5 year anti-perforation and 3 year
paint warranty.  For full terms and conditions,
please contact your Peugeot Dealer.

PEUGEOT ASSISTANCE

All new Peugeot passenger vehicles registered in Ireland
come with 3 years Peugeot Assistance and breakdown
recovery. Peugeot Assistance covers all incidents
involving vehicle-based faults and is available 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year. Peugeot Assistance includes
European cover, home and roadside assistance, vehicle
recovery and a courtesy vehicle or accommodation
if required (terms and conditions apply).

SERVICING YOUR PEUGEOT 

Peugeot in Ireland has a network of Peugeot Service
Centres. Our Aftersales teams are trained to provide you
with the best care for your vehicle. Nobody knows your
Peugeot like we do. Logon to Peugeot.ie to find your
nearest Peugeot Service Centre and please refer to your
maintanence book for details of the relevant service
intervals.

PEUGEOT SERVICE CLUB

Join the Peugeot Sevice Club and get every fourth
service absolutely free! Join up at your participating
local Peugeot Dealer. For more details and full terms
and conditions, see Peugeot.ie.

FINANCE - LET THE SPECIALISTS HELP

Your local Peugeot Dealer offers a range of flexible
finance to make owning a new Peugeot easy. As
specialists, they will provide choice, convenience
and flexibility.

PEUGEOT ACCESSORIES

Peugeot Accessories are designed specifically for each
model, meaning no compromises on fit or function.
In addition they are tested to a rigorous standard
for complete peace of mind.

NETWORK ANd sERVICEs .

PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIROMENT

Our website has details of Peugeot’s environmental
and recycling policies.

ABOUT THIS BROCHURE

The information contained in this brochure is based on
the data and images available at the time of printing.
Some features shown in this brochure may not be
avavilable in Ireland - please refer to model specification
sheets for standard or optional equipment according
to trim - and some photography may feature left hand
drive models.  As part of a policy of continuous
specification improvement, Peugeot reserves the right
to modify specification, options and colours at any
time. For full details ask your Peugeot Dealer, or click
on Peugeot.ie. Print and photographic processes used
in this brochure may alter the depth and tone of the
colour shown.  This brochure is not a contractural doc-
ument or offer of sale.  The details in this brochure can-
not be
reproduced without the expression of authorisation
of Peugeot.

Issued by: Gowan Distributors Limited Peugeot
Importers in Ireland  Gowan House, Naas Road, 
Dublin 12, Ireland

Member of Gowan Group.


